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PHILOSOPHY OF WAR AND PEACE: IN SEARCH OF NEW EUROPEAN 
SECURITY STRATEGY 

Introduction. The contemporary European social and cultural landscape feels the pressure of security challeng-
es. It is true, that Europe has a strategy of overcoming the possible challenges, but it has sense to review ones strate-
gy abilities to be effective at the face of new manifestations of aggression. Methodology. The authors use heuristic 
philosophical methodology which can make mentioned strategy more holistic having clear vision of the essence of 
war and peace phenomena. The research is going to perform precious conceptualization of the strategy contours 
initiated at the previous publications of O. Bazaluk. Originality. Authors defined the series “fatal” mistakes of the 
European Security Strategy and formulated the list of objectives of the revised security strategy. Conclusions. Five 
key objectives of perspective European Security Strategy were formulated. The first objective should include the 
complex measures for the identification, registration and organization of the system of preventive work with mental-
ities, in which the pathologies in the structure and function of the neural ensembles of subconsciousness and con-
sciousness are clearly expressed that refract the active principle (as natural force) in aggressive manifestations. The 
second one should include the complex measures ensuring control over the direction of the physicochemical, predis-
posing, provoking and supporting factors of the external environment that have a direct impact on the manifestations 
of a mental space in ontogeny. The third objective should include the complex measures of prediction and solution 
of international (interstate) conflicts. The fourth objective of the security strategy should be aimed at eliminating the 
cause of war. The fifth objective should provide the complex measures involving the peaceful extension of comfort-
able conditions for the full realization of its internal creative potentials by a mental space. 

Keywords: European Security Strategy; philosophy of war; philosophy of peace; USSR collapse; Russian ag-
gression; international relations. 

Introduction 

The contemporary European social and cultural 
landscape feels the pressure of security challenges. 
There is need to find an answer on the question: 
does European Security Strategy takes into account 
the essential nature of war and peace social phe-
nomena and fits the contemporary challenges? 

The European Security Strategy was adopted in 
December 2003 and became a new stage in the de-
velopment of the foreign and security policies of the 
European Union. As follows from the text adopted 
by the European Parliament, the fundamental idea 
of the European Strategy is a secure Europe in a 
better world [1]. In 2003, the authors of the Europe-
an Security Strategy prescribed: “Large-scale ag-
gression against any member state is now improba-
ble” [1]. In the strategy, the following top threats to 
European security were identified as: Terrorism, 
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, re-
gional conflicts, state failure, and organized crime. 
Based on the identified threats, the authors have 

prescribed the following strategic objectives [1]: 
– Addressing the threats (terrorism, prolifera-

tion, regional conflicts, etc.). 
– Building security in our neighbourhood (Bal-

kans, Mediterranean, Southern Caucasus, Middle 
East). 

– An international order based on effective mul-
tilateralism (international law, key institutions, re-
gional organizations, rule-based international order). 

Five years later, in December 2008, Javier Sola-
na introduced the prepared report on the implemen-
tation of the European security strategy, together 
with the European Commission, to the European 
Council: “Providing Security in a Changing World.” 
In the report, the authors have tried to clarify the 
main threats to European security, because the 
events clearly were not following the scenario of the 
European Security Strategy of 2003. It became ap-
parent that the European Security Strategy was not 
able to predict the actual course of events. In 2008, 
the main threats to the security of Europe were con-
sidered as: Proliferation of weapons of mass de-
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struction, terrorism and organized crime, cyber se-
curity, energy security, and climate change [19]. 

Based on the adjusted list of the global challeng-
es and top threats, the following ways to reach sta-
bility in Europe and beyond were recommended 
[19]: 

– Enlargement of the European Union: Turkey, 
the Western Balkans. 

– European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP): 
Ukraine, Georgia, Mediterranean, Middle East. 

– Security and development nexus. 
– Piracy. 
– Combat illicit accumulation and trafficking of 

SALW and their ammunition, cluster munitions, and 
landmines. 

A lot of researches underlined, the in the Euro-
pean Security Strategy of 2008 as a high-level doc-
ument, there were too many miscalculations. The 
main ones are the following: 1) the enlargement of 
the European Union by the limitrophe states; 2) the 
failures concerning the development and behavior 
of the Russian Federation in the international arena; 
3) the assumption of the war in Ukraine; 4) the atti-
tudes towards refugees. All the events were predict-
ed neither in the edition of 2003 nor of 2008 by the 
European Security Strategy, although, as we shall 
see below, they were obvious and easily calculated 
[5, p. 22]. 

From 2015, the question raised by the social 
practice was formulated in a following way: “Is cur-
rent strategy still effective in 2017?”. At our article 
authors also raises the following question: “Does 
strategy takes into account the nature of war and 
peace social phenomena?”. It looks productive to 
use the approaches of social and political philoso-
phy trying to find the contours of new strategy of 
European security. 

The research objective is to define new ap-
proaches which could make European security strat-
egy adequate to contemporary geopolitical chal-
lenges. This aim can be achieved using heuristic 
philosophical methodology which can make men-
tioned strategy more holistic having clear vision of 
the essence of war and peace phenomena. The re-
search is going to perform precious conceptualiza-
tion of the strategy contours initiated at the previous 
publications [4; 5]. 

 

Statement of basic material 

First of all, at the article authors are going to ex-

plicate the main ideas of current security strategy as 
well as perform the historical and philosophical ana-
lyze of the essence of war and peace concepts. It 
looks fruitful to reformulate the key principles of 
European security strategy by extrapolating the ide-
as of famous philosophers of the modern European 
cultural landscape. It would let to formulate the ef-
fective response on the security threats which take 
place last years in Europe. 

The history of European security strategy trans-
formation demonstrates that 2015 is a year of re-
evaluation of real possibilities of existing strategy to 
overcome the security challenges. On June 9 2015, 
the European Parliament issued the briefing: “To-
wards a new European security strategy? Assessing 
the impact of changes in the global security envi-
ronment” [24]. In the briefing, the brief presentation 
of the results of analytical work in the field of Euro-
pean security, conducted by three leading interna-
tional security institutes in Europe: Chatham House 
in London, the Foundation for Strategic Research in 
Paris, and the Stockholm International Peace Re-
search Institute, was presented. The research fo-
cused on the objective analysis of the achievements 
and shortcomings of the past two versions of the 
European Security Strategy, as well as [24]: 

– The changes of the nature of conflicts (hybrid 
conflicts; leveling the battlefields); unresolved terri-
torial disputes and frozen conflicts; ideological and 
religious conflicts. 

– Terrorism – a persistent threat. 
– New military technologies and strategies: ex-

plosive weaponry in highly populated areas; guided 
missiles, UAVs and armed drones; the use of weap-
ons of mass destruction. 

– The growth in digital technologies: cyber de-
pendencies and the Internet; cyber technologies for 
war, targeting and attack; cyber vulnerabilities of 
the critical infrastructure. 

– Strategic threats due to climate change. 
– Maritime security. 
– The EU’s Eastern neighbourhood: Ukraine, 

Georgia, and Moldova. 
– The Middle East and North Africa. 
– Western Balkan security issues. 
– The “new” Russia. 
– Sub-Saharan Africa. 
– Evolution of strategic alliances: the evolution 

of US strategic interest; BRICS, regional powers in 
Asia and Latin America. 

At the same time, the security strategy didn’t 
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take into account the high level of challenges poten-
tially produced by Russian Federation. The hybrid 
nature of security challenges is strengthened by de-
veloped technologies of misinformation at the Inter-
net and as well as by mobility turn at contemporary 
society [9; 21; 22]. It resonates with the paradigmal 
changes at geopolitics: it started being comprehend-
ed not form the methodological positions of materi-
alist, but form the standpoint of textual discoursive 
practices [10, p. 4]. We also understand that post-
soviet social-cultural space is a fruitful territory for 
realization of hybridity-oriented geopolitical scenar-
ios [12, p. 178-179]. 

The USSR collapse initiated the wide transfor-
mations of geopolitical strategies in Europe and the 
aggressive Russian politics were underestimated. At 
the beginning of the 21st century, taking advantage 
of the collapse of the USSR and the weakness of the 
legal successor of the Soviet Union – the Russian 
Federation – the European Union rushed to expand 
the borders of its world of historical ideas, taking 
into its membership the limitrophe states. There was 
the so-called “fifth» enlargement of the European 
Union by the countries of the Eastern bloc. 

At the same time, powerful European countries 
(the UK, Germany and France) have established 
close economic relations with the Russian Federa-
tion. Especially after Vladimir Putin came to power, 
European politicians, businessmen, public figures 
and scientists, charmed by the natural resources of 
Russia and the idea of turning Russia into a Europe-
an state (the idea of Paneuropean Union), opened 
the world of their achievements and developments 
to the Russians [5, p. 155-156]. 

It is easy to find that breaking all the canons of 
political science, in the period of 2000–2013 the 
European countries have made every effort to re-
store the political power of its direct competitor – 
the Russian Federation. Even the USA, which is 
considered the centre of the development of political 
science, took an active part in this recovery. 

Why, in respect of the Russian Federation, did 
European countries act contrary to history, logic, 
theory and practice? The previous researches let us 
say that there are several causes: political corrup-
tion; lack of understanding of the ontology of war 
and peace; the predominance of national interests 
over global (universal); and miscalculations in the 
European Security Strategy [4; 5]. 

The complete rethink of the role of the Russian 
Federation in the history of Europe and the world by 

the ruling Russian elite took place in the period be-
tween the two wars of conquest against Georgia and 
Ukraine. The world of historical ideas of the Rus-
sian Federation from self-isolation proceeded to 
open external aggression – “the liberation of Eu-
rope” and the expansion of the borders of the “Rus-
sian world.” The European security system is now 
faced with a new challenge – the aggressive policy 
of Putin’s totalitarian regime. The reincarnation of 
the Russian Federation from a space-victim (during 
the reign of Boris Yeltsin) to a space-aggressor (dur-
ing the reign of Vladimir Putin), which from 2014 
to the present time is the primary destructive and 
destabilizing force in Europe and in the world, is the 
roughest and, even, most criminal, miscalculation in 
the European Security Strategy [5, p. 155]. But we 
all have to take into account saying about the securi-
ty strategy, that inter-state wars and wars of territo-
rial conquest served a critical role in enabling the 
development of strong and capable government in-
stitutions in Europe [7, p. 4]. 

From the point of view of the theory of war and 
peace, the actions of the European politicians at the 
beginning of the 21st century are perceived as the 
intentional destruction of the conditions of a regula-
tory compromise in Europe, which was established 
after the collapse of the Soviet Union. How else can 
we explain the contradictory nature of the actions: 
on the one hand, the European Union member states 
in the period of 2000–2013 intentionally restored 
the Russian Federation as a space-aggressor, invest-
ing billions and helping to develop the latest tech-
nologies, including the military, while, on the other 
hand in the same period, the European Union ex-
panded the borders of its world of historical ideas 
through the limitrophe states, which were a little 
over 10 years ago in the world of historical ideas of 
Russia (the former USSR)? 

The complete absence of logical behavior in Eu-
ropean politics was it was necessary either to isolate 
Russia, or to invest billions not in the economy of 
Russia but in the economy of the limitrophe states, 
by helping them to rise to the level of the economies 
of European Union countries, or else to restore Rus-
sia, but not to provoke it by the expansion of bor-
ders through the limitrophe states that Russia always 
intended to have [5, p. 161]. 

All these facts demonstrate that there is a lack of 
understanding of the essence of war and peace phe-
nomena at contemporary European mentality. At the 
result, European Security Strategy could not provide 
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effective mechanisms of counter-strategy for geopo-
litical aggression at the beginning of the 21st centu-
ry. Let’s make a brief explication of philosopher’s 
ideas according the essence of war and peace phe-
nomena. We underline that it would help to make a 
heuristic revision of key approaches of European 
Security Strategy making it corresponding to new 
challenges. Also we want to underline that men-
tioned explication is going to demonstrate the his-
torical evolution of Plato’s ideas concerning war 
and peace phenomena (Plato’s line at the authors 
theory of war and peace) starting form the Stoicism 
philosophical heritage. 

The representatives of Stoicism – a philosophi-
cal school, which was founded in Athens around 
300 BC, interpreted, opposing Democritus’ (Thu-
cydides) line, the understanding of the problem of 
war and peace in the theories of international rela-
tions. Developing the ideas of Plato, the Stoics were 
speculating on a “unified world state” formed and 
existing according to universal reason. The Stoics 
put the idea of human freedom at a new level of un-
derstanding at the scale of the Earth, which was first 
expressed by Socrates and Diogenes. The ideology 
of global or cosmopolitan citizenship developed by 
the Stoics meant an important stage in the develop-
ment of Greek thought. From comprehension of the 
origin, development and relationship closed auton-
omous poleis, the ancient Greek philosophers 
moved to comprehension of the moral unity of the 
human race. A century later, the idea of cosmopoli-
tanism of the Stoics became the basis of a Christian 
worldview concerning the global unity of people 
created in God's image and likeness. St. Augustine 
in his treatise “The City of God” (De Civitate Dei in 
Latin), written in 413–427, formulated the two im-
portant ideas for our research [5, p. 22-23]. 

First, Augustine introduced the history of hu-
manity as the coexistence of the Heavenly City (lat. 
Dei ciuitas) and the Earthly City (lat. Terrena ciui-
tas). In book 11, chapter 1, he wrote: “I will en-
deavor to treat of the origin, and progress, and de-
served destinies of the two cities (the earthly and the 
heavenly, to wit), which, as we said, are in this pre-
sent world commingled, and, as it were, entangled 
together” [20, 1887]. Augustine’s idea remained 
relevant for more than a thousand years (up to the 
Renaissance) and was laid down as the basis of the 
confrontation between the political doctrines of the 
Roman Catholic Church and the secular power. 
Guided by Augustine’s idea, the fathers of the Ro-

man Catholic Church with war and peace tried to 
impose a uniform European political system – the 
dominance of “the City of God.” In the 11th century, 
Pope Gregory VII almost succeeded to do it. How-
ever, as a result of the bloody and centuries-long 
conflict, the Earthly City defended its right to exist 
after all. In the 13th century, in the works of St. 
Thomas Aquinas, the Renaissance of Aristotle’s 
political ideas and the recognition of the rights of 
states and political communities for the autonomous 
existence took place [3]. The reality of political life 
took precedence over the utopia of the Heavenly 
City. 

Augustine’s second idea is related to the under-
standing of the importance of a just kingdom that 
was implied in the concept of “just war.” In book 4, 
chapter 15, Augustine wrote: “…to carry on war 
and extend a kingdom over wholly subdued nations 
seems to bad men to be felicity, to good men neces-
sity” [20]. Alternatively, in book 19, chapter 7, Au-
gustine formulated the same idea as follows: “…the 
wise man will wage just wars. As if he would not all 
the rather lament the necessity of just wars, if he 
remembers that he is a man; for if they were not just 
he would not wage them, and would therefore be 
delivered from all wars” [20]. Augustine’s ideas 
highlighted by us contributed to the further devel-
opment of theoretical understanding of the problem 
of war and peace in international relations. We em-
phasise that both ideas Augustine deduced from the 
basic for Plato’s line of philosophising postulate 
about a single beginning (creation) of the universe. 
Following Plotinus, Augustine improved Plato’s 
idea of the unity of the world: “…the one God, the 
author of this universe, who is not only above every 
body, being incorporeal, but also above all souls, 
being incorruptible – our principle, our light, our 
good” [20]. 

Plato’s line in comprehension of the problem of 
war and peace in the theories of international rela-
tions was most clearly manifested at the beginning 
of the 16th century when it was directly opposed to 
Democritus’ (Thucydides) line, which was repre-
sented at the time in the works of Niccolò Machia-
velli. Desiderius Erasmus Roterodamus, and later in 
Francisco de Vitoria, Francisco Suárez, Hugo Gro-
tius, Emeric Crucé, abbé de Saint-Pierre, John 
Locke and some other researchers laid the founda-
tions of the ethical and legal (idealistic) paradigm, 
which is currently represented in the theories of in-
ternational relations by the theories of liberalism 
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and neoliberalism. In this paradigm, the idea of con-
tinuity of policy and morality, the idea of the possi-
bility of improving reality, and the principle of duty 
are defended. Each of the scientists mentioned 
above pays close attention to the problem of war 
and peace. For example, Erasmus, in the book «The 
Complaint of Peace», published in 1517, gives the 
following definition of peace and war: «Now, if I, 
whose name is Peace, am a personage glorified by 
the united praise of God and man, as the fountain, 
the parent, the nurse, the patroness, the guardian of 
every blessing which either heaven or earth can be-
stow; if without me nothing is flourishing, nothing 
safe, nothing pure or holy, nothing pleasant to mor-
tals, or grateful to the Supreme Being; if, on the 
contrary, war is one vast ocean, rushing on man-
kind, of all the united plagues and pestilences in 
nature; if, at its deadly approach, every blossom of 
happiness is instantly blasted, everything that was 
improving gradually degenerates and dwindles 
away to nothing, everything that was firmly sup-
ported totters on its foundation, everything that was 
formed for long duration comes to a speedy end, 
and everything that was sweet by nature is turned 
into bitterness» [11]. 

In the treatise «The three books of the Law of 
War and Peace», published in 1625, following the 
basic ideas of Desiderius Erasmus concerning the 
establishment of a peaceful world order, the elimi-
nation of forces from the international order and 
careful regulation of the legality of the war, Hugo 
Grotius systematized international law and pre-
scribed the legal basis of the war, which formed the 
basis of international law in the modern period. In 
1713, abbé de Saint-Pierre proposed the project of 
«perpetual peace.» In 1795, a treatise, «Perpetual 
Peace», by Immanuel Kant was published, which 
can be regarded as the main work among «small 
treatises» on the issues of philosophy of history and 
politics, published in the years 1784–1798 [14]. 

The creators of the American democracy made a 
significant contribution to the comprehension of war 
and peace in international relations. For example, 
Thomas Jefferson in the United States Declaration 
of Independence, which was adopted by the Second 
Continental Congress on July 4 1776, wrote: «We 
hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are 
created equal, that they are endowed by their Crea-
tor with certain unalienable Rights that among these 
are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. – 
That to secure these rights, Governments are insti-

tuted among Men, deriving their just powers from 
the consent of the governed, – That whenever any 
Form of Government becomes destructive of these 
ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abol-
ish it, and to institute new Government, laying its 
foundation on such principles and organizing its 
powers in such form, as to them shall seem most 
likely to effect their Safety and Happiness» [23]. 
Charles-Louis de Montesquieu, Thomas Paine, 
Thomas Jefferson, and others defended the idea that 
the law was able only to stop the violence, but not 
eradicate it; that the destinies of independence of 
states, and the Republican system, depended only 
on the moral development of people [5, p. 26-27]. 

The makers of the French Revolution of 1789, 
their ideas and the practical realization of those ide-
as narrowed the understanding of war and peace in 
the lines of Plato and Democritus (Thucydides). The 
ideas of Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Charles-Louis 
de Montesquieu from the field of philosophical dis-
cussions were embodied in daily life, for example, 
the changes which have taken place in the interna-
tional legal status of the French people. A new revo-
lutionary law that was adopted in that period in 
France rejected the sovereignty of the monarchs and 
recognized the sovereign people as a subject of in-
ternational law, which exercised their will through 
representative institutions. The French of «subjects» 
of the state (sujet) became «citizens» (citoyen), 
which possessed equal rights to participate in the 
development of the nation and the state. 

A new level of understanding of the problem of 
war and peace in international relations of Plato’s 
line gave the works of German philosophers: Im-
manuel Kant, Johann Gottlieb Fichte, Georg Wil-
helm Hegel and some others. For example, Georg 
Wilhelm Hegel criticized the idea of «perpetual 
peace» and put the idea of war at a new level of un-
derstanding. In the third part, «Philosophy of 
Right», published in 1820, Hegel wrote: «War has 
the higher significance that, by its agency… the eth-
ical health of peoples is preserved in their indiffer-
ence to the stabilization of finite institutions; just as 
the blowing of the winds preserves the sea from the 
foulness which would be the result of a prolonged 
calm, so also corruption in nations would be the 
product of prolonged, let alone 'perpetual', peace» 
[13, p. 361]. Hegel has enriched the idea of war and 
peace by a new approach that Gennady Novikov 
formulated as follows: «The world is immortal in 
the dialectics of life and death epochs, societies, 
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civilizations; some of them die, producing others, 
making the further ascent to the knowledge of abso-
lute spirit. The destiny of each nation is unique. In 
some periods, this or that nation is called upon to 
perform its mission, using violence, resorting to im-
perialism in relation to other peoples. Thus, the 
world’s progress is carried out» [18]. 

The understanding of the problem of war and 
peace in Plato’s line greatly enriched the ideas ex-
pressed by the outstanding philosopher Henri Berg-
son in the last book «The Two Sources of Morality 
and Religion», published in 1932. In the final chap-
ter of the book «Mechanics and mysticism», Berg-
son tried to convey the biological understanding of 
the war by human nature and human society. Ac-
cording to Bergson, natural society is the opposite 
of democracy. It is a monarchical or oligarchic re-
gime [6]. 

To Plato’s line, in the understanding of war and 
peace in international relations, one could include 
the fundamental research of Pierre Renouvin on this 
problem. Renouvin was a participant of the First 
World War. In April 1917, he lost his left arm, be-
cause of being wounded. Perhaps this is why in the 
research of Renouvin, one could observe not only 
realism but also the search for deeper meanings in-
herent in Plato’s line of philosophising. In the book 
«Immediate Origins of the War», as well as in other 
studies, Renouvin researched the origins of war and 
came to comprehension that the development of 
international relations was caused by so-called 
«deep forces», to which he attributed: geographical 
conditions, demographic processes, economic and 
financial interests, the features of mass psychology, 
significant emotional flows. Renouvin focused on 
studying the role of the individual (the head of state, 
a political leader) in the history of war and peace 
and believed that emotions, the features of a mental-
ity and the value orientations of a political leader 
were the important factors in the assessment of for-
eign manifestations of the nation and the state. To-
gether with other prominent French historian and 
political scientist Jean-Baptiste Duroselle, they de-
veloped a typology of characters of political leaders, 
highlighting the most important, from their point of 
view, quality of an individual [4; 5]. 

In recent decades, the understanding of the prob-
lem of war and peace in the lines of Plato and 
Democritus (Thucydides) in international relations 
became closer. As we have said before, their divi-
sion was initially conditional and artificial, because 

the subject of the study of war and peace in interna-
tional relations is only the field of philosophising of 
Democritus’ line. In the book “Neorealism and Ne-
oliberalism: The Contemporary. Debate”, which 
was published in 1993, edited by David Baldwin, 
six key points were highlighted that made the theo-
ries of neorealism and neoliberalism in international 
relations closer (and, accordingly, their views on 
war and peace) [17]. 

We have only focused on the key, in our view, 
stages of the development. In the semantic space of 
philosophy, political science and sociology, apart 
from the authors mentioned above, the problem of 
war and peace was investigated by Francis Bacon, 
Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels, Pitirim Sorokin, Vla-
dimir Solovyov, Michel Foucault, Karl Popper, 
Henry Kissinger, Alvin Toffler, Samuel Huntington, 
Bruce Bueno de Mesquita, James D. Morrow, Nas-
sim Nicholas Taleb, Mary Kaldor, and many others. 

The explication of the theoretical approaches 
from the history of philosophy can became a fruitful 
step for revision of European Security Strategy. The 
EU’s policy on the enlargement process after the 
collapse of the Soviet Union was a “fatal” mistake 
in the European Security Strategy, not only because 
of the opposition to this enlargement from the Rus-
sian Federation. The problem lies in the rhizome – 
in the plane of understanding of the difference be-
tween space-aggressors and space-victims, which 
include all the limitrophe states. A mental space-
aggressor is distinguished from the limitrophe state 
by the factors of the macro environment: demo-
graphic; economic; political; legal; socio-cultural; 
environmental and geographic; and technological. It 
is these factors when making significant decisions at 
the scale of Europe (and the world) ensure the au-
tonomy and independence of the political position 
of a space-aggressor, and the indecision and ambiv-
alence of the limitrophe policy. The domestic and 
foreign policy of the limitrophe states is influenced 
by space-aggressors, and this is their main differ-
ence. 

The two fatal mistakes of European politicians 
that were found in the period from 1991 to 2013 by 
methods of geophilosophy as theory of war and 
peace, the third mistake is added which was made 
by the governments of leading European countries 
in the period from 2015 to the present time. Let us 
formulate this mistake as follows: placing the popu-
lation, which espouses a completely different cul-
ture (the world of historical ideas) in a space of its 
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world of historical ideas is equivalent to actualize 
the third cause of the endless localization of Earth’s 
space (the third cause of war), when the sacramental 
worlds of historical ideas of the several mental 
spaces compete for the same locus, as a territory. It 
is like inciting a conflict intentionally between the 
national idea and alien culture, which at any mo-
ment can actualize nationalist sentiment and esca-
late into national pogroms, massacres, civil war, etc. 

The redrawing of borders in Europe, started by 
Russia on 27 February 2014, cannot be stopped in 
the short term. As the analysis of the preceding three 
large-scale redrawing of borders in Europe, this 
process continues for about 5–10 years. As a result 
of the revitalization process of endless localization, 
the primary problem facing European politicians is 
to not allow the lands of Europe to turn into “bloody 
lands.” For this purpose, it is necessary to focus on 
the achievement of two main objectives: 

1. Increase the efficiency of educational 
technologies, which on the one hand need to lay the 
foundation of worldview in the rising generations, 
i.e. stereotypes and a setting of peace, tolerance and 
good neighbourliness, on the other, identify 
mentalities that are apt to aggressive manifestations. 

2. Eliminate the causes of the war and restore a 
regulatory compromise between the interests of the 
four leading European mental space-aggressors: 
Great Britain, Germany, Russia and France, as well 
as the interests of the United States, the limitrophe 
states, and other self-sufficient countries in Europe. 

Saying about educational potential in overcom-
ing of security challenges, we share the following 
approach of Serhiy Klepko: «For the holistic or in-
tegrated understanding of the culture of peace for 
the needs of education, the importance of philosoph-
ical knowledge of the nature and causes of modern 
wars, armed combat and non-military forms of con-
frontation, defense issues, particularly within the 
philosophy of education» [15, p. 47]. In our view, 
any security strategy (both global and regional) 
should consist of a theoretical part and practical rec-
ommendations. It should be emphasized that it is not 
conservation, but namely maintenance of a regulato-
ry compromise, because according to the first and 
second assertions of the theory, mental spaces and 
their manifestations are complicated nonlinearly and 
continuously. Therefore, to maintain a regulatory 
compromise in the conditions of a continuously and 
nonlinearly complicating mental space of the Earth 
and its manifestations, it is actually impossible. It 

can only be supported by predicting, and a timely 
response to changes in the rhizome of a mental 
space and its manifestations. 

The theory of war and peace allows us to objec-
tively identify the range of problems facing the se-
curity strategy. Indeed, endless localization of 
Earth’s space cannot be stopped, because it is a nat-
ural process caused by the universal laws of evolu-
tion. However, the professionally written security 
strategy may well prevent the war as a way to ex-
tend the possibilities of a locus of civilization and 
keep the conditions of peace effectively. It follows 
that the security strategy should have specific objec-
tives for the prevention of the causes of war and 
limit of the possibilities of aggressive manifestations 
on the part of any mental space at the scale of the 
Earth. 

The theory of war and peace reveals the ways of 
the means by which it is possible to maintain a regu-
latory compromise in a mental space. Mainly, the 
ways and means are concentrated in educational 
technologies, the impact of which is precisely di-
rected to the formation and maintenance of certain 
stereotypes and sets in a rhizome of mental space. 
The aggressive or peaceful direction of the manifes-
tations of the active principle of a mental space in 
the material and virtual worlds depends mainly on 
the direction of the stereotypes and sets that are laid 
in a complicating mentality and mental space by 
educational technologies in the first twenty years of 
ontogenesis, as well as in the course of lifelong 
learning [5, p. 165]. 

Thus, the goal of any security strategy is a 
maintenance of a regulatory compromise between 
continuously and nonlinearly complicating loci of 
civilization; the objectives of the security strategy 
should be aimed at eliminating the causes of war 
and limiting the possibilities for aggressive manifes-
tations on the part of any mental space-aggressor; 
the ways and means of the security strategy are con-
centrated on the potential of educational technolo-
gies. 

Conclusions 

As a conclusion we want to clarify the list of ob-
jectives of the European Security Strategy. From the 
theory of war and peace, as well as its basic asser-
tions, it follows: 

The first objective of the security strategy should 
include the complex measures for the identification, 
registration and organization of the system of pre-
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ventive work with mentalities, in which the pathol-
ogies in the structure and function of the neural en-
sembles of subconsciousness and consciousness are 
clearly expressed that refract the active principle (as 
natural force) in aggressive manifestations. We 
know that, for objective reasons in each new genera-
tion of a mental space, there are about 1 percent of 
mentalities apt to manifestations of aggression. 

No less a danger to society represented by men-
talities formed under the influence of educational 
technologies by the stereotypes of aggression and 
aggressive sets. In this regard, it is necessary to de-
velop the methodology for revealing not only those 
mentalities but also systems of education aimed at 
the formation of the stereotypes of aggression and 
aggressive sets in a mental space. The improve-
ments of technologies, tactics and strategies of war, 
terrorism, organised crime, piracy, cybercrime, and 
many others are the manifestations of internal crea-
tive potentials of mentalities with the pathologies in 
the structure and functions of the brain, or with the 
stable stereotypes and sets of aggressiveness. 

The second objective of the security strategy 
should include the complex measures ensuring con-
trol over the direction of the physicochemical, pre-
disposing, provoking and supporting factors of the 
external environment that have a direct impact on 
the manifestations of a mental space in ontogeny. It 
is important to develop and use the methods that 
would allow: 

a) Identification of the physicochemical, predis-
posing, provoking and supporting factors of the ex-
ternal environment, aimed at the formation of the 
stereotypes of aggression and aggressive sets in a 

mental space. 
b) Effective influence on environmental factors, 

changing their direction from aggressive manifesta-
tions to the ethics of good neighbourliness and 
peace. 

c) The efficient use of environmental factors for 
the formation of stereotypes of peace, collaboration 
and tolerance towards other cultures in a mental 
space. 

The third objective of the security strategy 
should include the complex measures of prediction 
and solution of international (interstate) conflicts. 
The neglect of the third cause of the war turns into 
large-scale border changes of loci of civilization, 
which are often accompanied by massive loss of life 
and destruction. The security strategy should in-
clude the methods of de-actualization of a conflict 
and its subsequent decision. 

The fourth objective of the security strategy 
should be aimed at eliminating the main cause of 
war and include: 

a) The methodology for assessing the relevance 
of the world of historical ideas in a locus of civiliza-
tion. 

b) The prediction of competition from other 
worlds of historical ideas and the threat of conflict. 

c) The calculation of behaviours of a mental 
space in the case of de-actualization of the world of 
historical ideas. 

The fifth objective of the security strategy should 
provide the complex measures involving the peace-
ful extension of comfortable conditions for the full 
realization of its internal creative potentials by a 
mental space. 
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ФІЛОСОФІЯ ВІЙНИ ТА МИРУ: У ПОШУКАХ НОВОЇ 
ЄВРОПЕЙСЬКОЇ СТРАТЕГІЇ БЕЗПЕКИ 

Вступ. Сучасний європейський соціокультурний ландшафт перебуває під тиском безпекових викликів. 
При цьому Європа має стратегію подолання потенційних безпекових викликів. Проте існує потреба аналізу 
стратегії щодо її можливостей виступати ефективним інструментом протидії проявам агресії. Методологія. 
Автори використали евристичну філософську методологію, яка здатна надати згадуваній стратегії цілісного 
змістовного характеру шляхом прояснення глибинної сутності феноменів війни та миру. У дослідженні 
здійснюється більш якісна концептуалізація стратегії безпеки, контури якої окреслені у попередніх 
публікаціях О. Базалука. Новизна. Авторами визначені «фатальні» помилки Європейської стратегії безпеки 
та сформульовано п’ять стратегічних напрямків для її оновлення. Висновки. Було сформульовано п’ять 
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стратегічних напрямків перспективної Європейської стратегії безпеки. Перший напрямок має включати 
комплексні заходи ідентифікації, фіксації та організації превентивної роботи із ментальністю, спрямовані на 
виявлені патології у структурі та функціях нейронних ансамблів свідомості та підсвідомості, які 
проявляються активним чином (як природна сила) в агресивних проявах. Другий напрямок включає 
комплексні заходи забезпечення контролю напрямків фізико-хімічних, подразливих, передумовних та 
підтримуючих факторів у зовнішньому середовищі, які мають безпосередній вплив на прояв ментального 
простору в онтогенезі. Третій напрямок має включати комплексні заходи передбачення та вирішення 
міжнародних (міждержавних) конфліктів. Четвертий напрямок стратегії безпеки має бути спрямованим на 
усунення причин війн. П’ятий напрямок забезпечує комплексні заходи, які б включали мирне розширення 
комфортних умов для повної реалізації внутрішнього творчого потенціалу у ментальному просторі. 

Ключові слова: Європейська стратегія безпеки; філософія війни; філософія миру; розпад СРСР; агресія 
Росії; міжнародні відносини. 
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ФИЛОСОФИЯ ВОЙНЫ И МИРА: В ПОИСКАХ НОВОЙ 
ЕВРОПЕЙСКОЙ СТРАТЕГИИ БЕЗОПАСНОСТИ 

Вступление. Современный европейский социокультурный ландшафт находится под давлением вызовов 
безопасности. При этом Европа имеет стратегию преодоления потенциальных вызовов безопасности. 
Однако существует потребность анализа стратегии в отношении её возможностей выступать эффективным 
инструментом противодействия проявлениям агрессии. Методология. Авторы использовали эвристическую 
философскую методологию, которая способна придать вышеупомянутой стратегии целостный, 
содержательный характер путем прояснения глубинной сущности феноменов войны и мира. В исследовании 
осуществляется более качественная концептуализация стратегии безопасности, контуры которой 
обозначены в предыдущих публикациях О. Базалука. Новизна. Авторами определены «фатальные» ошибки 
Европейской стратегии безопасности и сформулированы пять стратегических направлений для ее 
обновления. Выводы. Были сформулированы пять стратегических направлений перспективной 
Европейской стратегии безопасности. Первое направление должно включать комплексные меры 
идентификации, фиксации и организации превентивной работы с ментальностью, направленные на 
выявленные патологии в структуре и функциях нейронных ансамблей сознания и подсознания, которые 
проявляются активным образом (как природная сила) в агрессивных проявлениях. Второе направление 
включает комплексные меры обеспечения контроля направлений физико-химических, раздражающих, 
предпосылочных и поддерживающих факторов во внешней среде, которые имеют непосредственное 
влияние на проявление ментального пространства в онтогенезе. Третье направление должно включать 
комплексные меры предсказания и решения международных (межгосударственных) конфликтов. Четвертое 
направление стратегии безопасности должно быть направленным на устранение причин войн. Пятое 
направление обеспечивает комплексные меры, включающие мирное расширение комфортных условий для 
полной реализации внутреннего творческого потенциала в ментальном пространстве. 

Ключевые слова: Европейская стратегия безопасности; философия войны; философия мира; распад 
СССР; агрессия России; международные отношения. 
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